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Provo Marriott Hotel & Conference Center Welcomes Guests  

to Experience All New Changes 
The only full-service hotel in the Provo area invites travelers to stay, eat, socialize and relax in a 

completely new lobby, restaurant, lounge area and Starbucks Café, and enjoy elegant 

accommodations.  

 

Provo, UT – Hotel guests are always craving something new and cutting edge, and the 

Provo Marriott Hotel & Conference Center has just what they desire. 

 

From a new restaurant to a redesigned lobby that invokes grandeur and elegance, the hotel 

in Provo greets guests with a refreshing take on 

hospitality. After checking in to the Provo hotel, 

guests now have access to the spacious 

Greatroom area, which features comfortable 

seating and plenty of places to work and relax. 

The flowing space evokes the inviting lodges 

and warm hearths and creates a space that 

strikes a balance between function and 

elegance with flowing lines and open areas 

  

With travel behind them, visitors are sure to 

have worked up an appetite that can be 

satisfied at the new Slate restaurant, offering private dining areas and a lounge for patrons 

21 and older; Slate opened in November to rave reviews. The sophisticated Provo 

restaurant serves up a unique twist on contemporary American classics for breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. Diners can start a meal with a smoked bacon cheddar dip, crispy calamari or 

zesty quesadillas. From there, they can bite into a juicy bison burger or sip on the hot soup 

of the day. And what meal would be complete without a slice of cheesecake, ginger peach 

cobbler or tempting dessert choices. While sampling these delicious plates, guests will 

appreciate the beautiful atmosphere, accented by contemporary sculptures and natural 

materials. 

 

After a wonderful meal, guests can relax in the spacious Greatroom. The wide open area 

offers plenty of space to sit down and read the paper, surf the Internet via wireless access 

or just enjoy the peacefulness of the hotel in Provo.  

 

For travelers planning events or meetings, the Provo Marriott hotel makes it easier than 

ever to get everyone together. Marriott’s inventive Certified Event Planners and dedicated 

staff members take the stress out of planning everything from business meetings to 
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weddings. And few hotels in Provo have as much versatile space as the Provo Marriott Hotel 

& Conference Center, featuring 28,000 square feet of flexible space across 20 rooms. The 

largest of these spaces can host groups of up to 1,000 individuals. 

  

Experience firsthand all of these changes by booking a stay today. The Provo hotel offers a 

number of promotions throughout the year, so be sure to check the deals and special 

packages for this Provo hotel before making reservations. 

 

About the Provo Marriott Hotel & Conference Center 

The Provo Marriott Hotel & Conference Center is surrounded by Brigham Young University, 

Uinta National Forest and Seven Peaks Water Park. The Marriott is ideal for business guests 

of Novell, Nestlé, Utah Valley Medical Center and a host of other Provo-area companies. A 

perfect family destination, the Provo hotel is near Utah Lake State Park, with only 20 

minutes to skiing at Sundance in the Timpanogos Mountains and 45 minutes to Park City. 

The hotel also is less than an hour from Salt Lake City and Temple Square. Experience 

luxurious accommodations highlighted by bright, fresh and welcoming decor. For award-

winning hospitality at an exceptional value, rely on this full-service Marriott hotel in Provo, 

Utah. For information, visit www.marriott.com/SLCVO. 
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